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Photo studio Puluz PKT3101B LED 25cm

Puluz photo studio LED
The product is designed for photography enthusiasts, artists, online retailers, professionals and for marketing purposes. It will  come in
handy when taking pictures of small objects, for example, jewelry or toys. In addition, the set includes colorful double-sided backgrounds
that you will use for taking photos.
 
Foldable design
Thanks to the PKT3101B's portable foldable design, you can take it anywhere. The tent will not take up much space so storing it will not
be a problem either. Assembly is simple and will only take a moment, so you can use it almost anywhere.
 
Forget about time-consuming photo editing
The  lamp  eliminates  shadow  problems,  sharpens  the  contours  of  objects  and  reduces  time-consuming  photo  editing.  Ideal  for
photographing jewelry, cosmetics, model cars, gadgets, etc. The lamp is powered by micro USB port from your PC or powerbank.
 
Easy to use
The  PKT3101B  is  extremely  easy  to  use.  There  are  3  buttons  on  the  tent,  with  which  you  can  turn  on/off  the  device  or  adjust  the
brightness. To connect the studio to the power, just use the USB cable to connect it to your PC, laptop, powerbank or charger.
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Thoughtful design
The inner walls of the photo studio are finished with a material that reflects the light of the LED lamp located on top. Thanks to this, the
light reaches every part of the photo studio greatly improving the quality of the photos, which appear three-dimensional. Thanks to the
hole located on the upper wall, you can also take pictures from a top perspective.
 
Packing list:
Photo studio
Lamp
Backgorund paper x6 (double-sided)
Bag
Brand
Puluz
Model
PKT3101B
Dimensions (photo studio)
25 x 25 x 25 cm
Color temperature
5500K
Number of lamp beads
96
Lamp bead model
2835
Lamp bead brightness
24-26lm
CRI
Ra>95
Dimming range
1% - 100%
Power
1 - 10W
Voltage
5V
Dimensions (lamp)
200mm (outer diameter)
Power supply
USB interface
Cable length
2m
Background colors
black/white, grey/gold, yellow/orange, red/pink, blue/purple, green/brown

Price:

€ 34.50
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